
WRITE A PROGRAM TO IMPLEMENT FLOOD FILL ALGORITHM IN C

Given a rectangle, your task to fill this rectangle using flood fill algorithm. Examples: program to fill polygon using
floodfill. // algorithm. #include.

Set w and e equal to n. The pop function returns true if it successfully got a value from the top of the stack, or
false if the stack was empty. Flood-fill Algorithm By this algorithm, we can recolor an area that is not defined
within a single color boundary. Also, since it uses a recursive function, the recursion stack may overflow
making it crash when filling larger areas. The stack routines were described in the Test Program chapter.
Pseudocode[ edit ] One implicitly stack-based recursion flood-fill implementation for a two-dimensional array
goes as follows: Flood-fill node, target-color, replacement-color : 1. The implementation given below first
draws the current scanline, and then tests for scanlines above and below and plants the new seeds by
recursively calling itself again. The destination cell is passed in to the function to allow solving for any
location. Note that the array is allowed to wrap around in a most dangerous manner by relying on the 8 bit
pointer. In the example above it first tries the neighbor to the right, so the algorithm will first draw a line going
to the right, until it meets an edge. If we have a specified boundary in a single color, then the fill algorithm
proceeds pixel by pixel until the boundary color is encountered. To keep it simple, we store both coordinates
separately on the stack, so push and pop two values each time. This procedure can also be used to reduce the
storage requirement of the stack by filling pixel spans. Continue looping until Q is exhausted. At that point the
maze can be considered to have been solved. This implementation also uses two boolean variables,
"spanAbove" and "spanBelow" to remember if pixels tested above or below are part of a new span, or one
already pushed to the stack. In this, generally two methods are given that are: 4-connected: In this firstly there
is a selection of the interior pixel which is inside the boundary then in reference to that pixel, the adjacent
pixel will be filled up that is top-bottom and left-right. Perform Flood-fill one step to the north of node,
target-color, replacement-color. Add node to the end of Q. Perform Flood-fill one step to the west of node,
target-color, replacement-color. The Flood Fill algorithm is also sometimes called Seed Fill: you plant a seed
the pixel where you start , and, recursively, more and more seeds are planted around the original seed if those
pixels have the correct color. Back to index Introduction The purpose of Flood Fill is to color an entire area of
connected pixels with the same color.


